Policy Optimizer 9.1: Migrating Port-Based Rules to Application-Based Rules

The Policy Optimizer can identify port-based rules and convert them to application-based rules, and it can add applications from a port-based rule to an existing application-based rule without compromising application availability. This training will help you:

- Describe the purpose of the Policy Optimizer tool
- Describe how to use the Policy Optimizer to locate port-based Security policy rules
- Describe how to use the Policy Optimizer to update port-based rules to application-based rules
- Describe how to use the Policy Optimizer to locate rules with unused applications
- Describe how to use the Policy Optimizer to identify unused rules

Course Topics
1 - Introduction to Policy Optimizer
2 - Security Policy Rules
3 - Rule Usage
4 - Modifying Port-Based Rules

Scope
- Level: Intermediate
- Duration: 30 minutes
- Format: Self-paced digital learning

Objectives
The digital learning training provides an overview of the Palo Alto Networks Policy Optimizer tool. The content and demonstration videos describe how to migrate Security policy rules to application-based Security policy rules, how to remove unused rules, and the process of modifying port-based rules.

Target Audience
Palo Alto Networks Employees, Partners, and Customers

Prerequisites
Participants should have basic familiarity with cloud infrastructure and security concepts.

This digital learning course is available at the Learning Center.

Palo Alto Networks Education
The technical curriculum developed and authorized by Palo Alto Networks and delivered by Palo Alto Networks Authorized Training Partners helps provide the knowledge and expertise that prepare you to protect our digital way of life. Our trusted certifications validate your knowledge of the Palo Alto Networks product portfolio and your ability to help prevent successful cyberattacks and safely enable applications.